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Maps summarizing data on recency of faulting along individual faults
  i* » * ". " 7*"qV"-*t-- i ^' ' X*" ** \-***^- ^*" 'Vtffc1  *-, .^ "'   >>J'   ^* 7*-!"- N. S----5" f ? -- '( Vifa if' A*'"*^ "1 i y"-* f-"- *v - '*"" 'T" ^ *; *   ^ -»-   - j* ' - " v , ._^ ~.^ .^ *i» -A\^*v »  v,.fl^' ^'V 1 ,\#^

provide a consistent and easily applied framework for assessing the future 

behavior-of^faults,, and .hence - are-useful for land planning,and engineering " 

purposes. The; most recent displacement, of a fault commonly is the best - 

criterion of activity in a region because data on seismicity, strain , 

accumulation, and repetitive movements are not widely or consistently"   

available. v ,'^ ", ; -i-, f '^ ;/1  ;." " . ' -T ~ 't £. "' .' .   '  

This report;was..,prepared.to permit early release of part.of the results
* ; ^-^Vi" A^-*^^'','itf*^ 'f$"&*^t>-- ,'"" *"**-^i H i *'   ,i*^'- '*i?r   ~^*» %' ,'' "1 ^7SrV*f'V''r **"^' ^^' *-*  >*"*"^j*'v < ^J% *|'v ,"'* -*  ~^2f- * \ jf ^ ' « - ^ »*V

of a more comprehensive study of coastal California being prepared by the I ,

Survey on behalf of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission., Figureil,
  - * - ~*T- --'-1 . ' m .'* - l - r" *   : \^^^^f .^:* , vV^-'^i;.^^-. H^ir^^^ - .^ 
a map showing recency of faulting in the greater San Diego area, represents 
;^^-,^V^-^^,A|^^,</'-^V^^ ^ ;-::.- ;.;. -. uvsf^>:::-:.-. ;-'^7#li^'.fc:.".i?:l«^:.?l^. v.riSi* 
an analysis of available geologic information (both published and unpublished)
v * I**-1 ^ ̂-^ XiiJliPvJ ^"^ -^^ -:iS,*r'l}b:a «4L.>«itV>¥ ft "A*&'^^ >t '^ :%A^»- ^?-

supplemented by limited field reconnaissance. On the basis of stratigraphic
.-,-;.-v-:;,-: ,:, f-'^ v r^"4C^f_ :-y ^A--,;.---"vS^:- ? . ^  $£: :;£ rrtfv >^* ^.^. v; ' 
or topographic evidence,, a fault is assigned to that age class which most

"""   4^ 1 -*-'i- ^   *..>^r^1^> ::^"^M^^.i1.Tti*

closely brackets the time-span containing its youngest known or inferred
r '^-Ir' x^&st-^ ^^T- ,  : *± *r* ,« : .»' -?x^' s^C» -v«^.; ^v«^---^ ir^,.tfc : * ^ -$^%v"if 

movement. The geologic limits on the age-p£ latest displacement of a fault
' : ,^ w -. ^^ :"?^^S^^V^tlr3^^^3<

are represented by symbols that depict the age of youngest faulted rocks,
- <.

the inferred age of fault-produced topography, and the age oF oldest unfaulted
. ^  * . "   » **- 

-*s

rocks deposited across the fault.

x The map represents a minimum statement on faulting in the greater San 
f   . 
Diego area. Many other faults exist, but are covered by alluvial or terrace

deposits or are presently unrecognized because of insufficient investigation

of the geology. Future geologic studies undoubtedly will identify many of
'  ->'.-. -v:!..^/fc.-:jr;"^*^^ 1̂ . 

these faults and may disclose evidence which could change the classifications
. ^?*;i.X    -   - t-£ ' - : .<- . : +z   ;-t;.   ,.; T . 

of faults shown on Figure 1.' ' '



The map will permit the identification and early investigation of known 

or inferred faults which could be of significance to engineering development. 

T r It cannot-be used directly as a hazards map nor is it intended to designate
V "/ ". " ' ' ' ~t   " . "   

any particular fault as being either active^or inactive. As pointed out by 

Wentworth, Ziony, and Buchanan (1970, p. 9), not enough is known of the 

behavior-of faults to assure recognition of all"active faults by present 

geophysical or geologic criteria.--, Thus; selection of the particular criteria 

used to identify active faults must be influenced by^the consequences of 

possible fault displacement on the'engineering works involved. For example, 

in the greater San Diego area it may be appropriate to*consider faults with 

proved or reasonably possible Quaternary movements as active for purposes-of 

siting dams^and other structures that require high safety factors^ whereas"^ 

many such faults might not be considered active for less''critical land uses. 

Determination of"which faults should be considered active therefore requires 

a balancing of confidence of activity against consequences..? Such risk-judge 

ments are outside'the purview* of this report.""^ ". v ^ F

Most technical terms used in this report are defined in the glossary of 

the American Geological Institute (Howell and We Her/, 1960)iM:H ' T **

* Faulting in the greater San Diego area
tt ^ "   -*,;.- *fvrf... >}^ -...,, "'

The geologic structure of the greater San Diego area is dominated by a

series of discontinuous north- to northwest-striking faults (Figure 1) that
' I/ characteristically are steeply dipping and have normal separation  . Some of

these faults, such as the Rose Canyon and the La Nacion, have surface traces

  Separation is the distance measured between two parts of a marker stratum 

disrupted by a fault T The hanging wall of a fault with normal separation has 

been depressed relative to the footwalU ^  .,. ..."  " * ;4
^ i ' ':-,--.- - '..,;'-. 4   <   , -» .".' "".



more than 15 miles in length and display vertical separations,of hundreds of 

feetV A subordinate system of east- to northeast-striking faults, which have 

much smaller separations, is most extensively,exposed nortneast of La Jolla

and on the Point Loma peninsula. 3$* *£«  M *V >  »* *r - t % >-^
i f ** ' 

e ; Rose Canyon fault zone

The Rose Canyon fault zone, probably the most widely known geologic 4 

structural feature of San Diego, forms a belt of fractures about a mile wide. 

The zone onshore can be traced southeastward along the'western margins of the 

Lindavista and San Diego mesas from near La Jolla to downtown San Diego, a 

distance of more than 10 miles. . Because'the zone projects southeastward under 

San Diego Bay, a continuation, to the Mexican Border and possibly beyond has 

been suggested by Wiegand (1970) and by Moore and Kennedy (1970). North of
^ . 

La Jolla, an offshore extension of the fault zone has been recognized by Moore
*.- tff fvV*-^'*" ''^ -^*^.-^3 .-^^iib^^^^i-'^^rrV*^.^ -^fevr.^v^^*' 

(1972). Recent' investigations (Ziony and others, unpublished data) suggest
" '^\ - - : ' +* '   v -. s - >' ^_^ - ' "* ' 5,-.-rtf~< 

that the Rose Canyon zone is part of a much larger 'northwest-trending zone of
.

deformation, which extends southeastward at least 150 miles from hear Santa
' -'* ' -^,  '"' - v -t-* &$^&£^-v:x-&x+^:^ 

Monica, California, into Baja California, Mexico. At its northwestern end,
-.*'4} *'-'"-gi**-l""*f'^ '^^t^^.^i^  *"  VTis^'i. . t^rfc-C^'^M.-'t...*!^. - ,vJr<fc*W;.-^.- ' " 
in the Los Angeles basin, this long deformational belt includes the tectoni- 
t*k*   ' ^ ^ ^f(>toj^'f^^-'-f*^r$':^- 1̂ iii^ .. 
cally active Newport- Inglewood zone, possible locus of the 1933 Long Beach

earthquake (magnitude 6.3)* ,
«. *'-- - 

^ Cretaceous and Tertiary strata of. the San Diego region generally are

only slightly to moderately tilted, but near* the Rose Canyon fault zone these 

rocks dip steeply and are sheared and faulted. *fAlthough some strands of the 

Rose Canyon zone are overlain by unfaulted lower Pleistocene Lindavista -4* 

Formation,, other strands displace this marine terrace unit* About 450 feet, -
.*-; _ ~.t -- . * *

-  .. ** . ' '

of vertical separation of the Lindavista Formation can be recognized across



the zone east of La Jolla (Peterson, 1970, p. 125); Younger stratigraphic 

control consists of Holocene alluvium which.overlaps the zone in many places. 

The upper Pleistocene Bay Point Formation/ the youngest extensive marine 

terrace unit, is not seen in contact with**th'e*fault zone; however, warping -*-^ 

-bifethe?Bay Point Formation in the La Jolla area (Peterson,' 1970; p. 126) 

could be related to late Pleistocene or younger activity'along the Rose v ' *'   

Canyon zone. , The.abrupt, steep northeastern slope of Soledad Mountain could 

be a result of late Pleistocene faulting, .-  - - ^.. <*'  " *

The most recent displacement along the Rose Canyon fault* zone must post-
*~  ''   " '   ?.*,' " ;it;<
date the Lindavista Formation, whose age lies within the 3 million-500,000 "7

years B.P. range (see chart on page 12). Because the age of'the basal alluvium

is not4 known, and could be as young as a few hundred years* or less in places,
;; "--'. :+:  . . ;. ' '  " - - '.*£?' jfc 1*"" ^ '*"-- : : -^^ v%'": --"'' V-  '* '. ; 
faulting, as recently as early Ho locene time cannot definitely be precluded./,

Subbottom acoustic-reflect ion profiles offshore from Del Mar show faulted*1."^**', 

sediment that has been inferred to be of Holocene^ age-f(Moore, '1972). However, 

sag depressions and sharply defined scarps, possible evidence for Holocene 

offsets, do not occur along the Rose Canyon zone; Wiegand (1970, p.i 111 and

1120 ascribed certain topographic features-south* of San Diego to Holocene
" > > Pvrf"    * "1""'*''"'" ^ 
faulting; along a projected Rose Canyon fault, but*such features are better

"' 'l * _JF , 't.'   -I

explained by nontectonic origins.

, La Nacion fault and related faults ''   ~" ^         ***- .
The La Nacion fault: extends for some 16 miles southward from near La Mesa

* JU " " '"':'*

'along the east, side of National City and Chula Vista. The structure was first
^   / : ^ '   i      , /   ^

'recognized and named by geologists of Woodward-Gizienski and Associates, and
. . ' r:ft^-   - ""* -f '  ' " " '  

numerous trenches and borings have been made to investigate it. The fault dips
;i o"'>V-^ :'o: ' :"^ v * "'* '- ' ' "'-" 
60 to 70 toward the west and locally consists of two or more strands several



^. tens of feetr apart. > The western block appears down thrown; for much of its 

"- length, the La-Nacion fault separates the upper Pliocene San Diego Formation

on the west from Eocene strata on the castiix^"" V- f * " v-^%^*v ' -^  >* 
i   >e''  

The youngest geologic unit definitely displaced by the fault is the Linda 

vista Formation, which- is offset vertically as much as 200 feet in several 

places. Offsets of basal Holocene deposits along the fault are cited (Artim
it ' - "*,,* ," "Z.

and Pinckneyy'in press); but our field investigations did not:.* confirm-^suchfe/ 

displacements.^ As observed at the surface'; the''alluvium of stream valleys 

extends ̂unbroken across the'fault trace'without exception. More importantly,
*  s * ~ '

topographic features (such as sag depressions or well-defined scarps) commonly 

associated with Holocene faulting elsewhere in coastal California have not 

been observed along the La Nacion fault»£s£-£V   '»'  ~'^-V*^"* , ""^ * 
J ' *" in '"'. '. -"

Shorter north-trending'faults'with-traces as long as 2 miles crop out 

between San Diego Bay and the La Nacion fault. Many of these structures have
-i«A ^ \ L : " "*' - tt.  ' ,-X K i*   ^'i 1*. T» '*^ *^i^ " - » "" - ^ "*"\*  - -. t »**. --1+ i* . * «» f - . . ," -, -.-' *,T &c. - ^** y** ». " #

displaced the Lindavista Formation, with vertical separations of a few feet

to as muclr?as> T 100* feet^s&The existence' and recency of movement of other faults ̂

are inferred from topographic lineaments or subdued scarps of probable late

Pleistocene age developed on the terrace underlain by the Lindavista Formation.
.}_ "  " -"  -1-   ' "   * ..   

; A group of north-trending faults which probably belong to the same system

as the La Nacion fault were mapped just:north of the Mexican Border west of 

San Ysidro. Most of the fault* offset strata as young as the Lindavista
*

Formation, and some have topographic features suggestive of late Pleistocene

faulting; _all are overlain by Holocene alluvium. The structures project into,

and presumably are an extension of, a similarly oriented Quaternary fault ;*' 

system described by Minch (1967) about 15 miles southward in northwestern
-j 

Baja California,



..
~ * Ot^er north- to northwest-striking faults

. - . '-.,*,'.    ' - ' * v .'*.-*''    ** * V * 
Other short faultsr witfr northwest-Strikes^ are*exposed elsewhere in the

-y,;,''V- L : -'>''* '^fJ vV^ **.;:* - ' ^t..

San Diego area. Some are overlain by the Lindavista Formation, but* others," ^

such as on the Point Loma peninsula,, offset those strata... Stratigraphic' "
evidence on recency of movements along faults., in: crystalline basement near El

/ - ' . v ' ' .; V* 
Cajon is lacking, except that these are overlain by Holocene alluvium.

  Faults having Quaternary displacements-have been postulated for Soledad

Valley (south of^ Del! Mar) and Murphy Canyonr (south of Miramar) on the basis  *' -, 

of topographic anomalies (Ligon,. 1969; Petersonv 1970).: *- *  -V* "* *

Subdued northwest-trending scarps'on> the otherwise nearly level mesa 

'east of Sanr Ysidro are inferred in this report*to be the scarps of faults ^
':.'  '' " i, .'., * ;  -*.'/

that have displaced the Lindavista Formation, which caps the mesa. ..*?&&  ^V.-

East- to northeast-striking faults ^ * *
:[_  f - - 5^. ' . , v- « ... '.u-- :'  - . -v* ' it*-.'i» _, n|:4' ! .r*

Faults, of this system are exposed chiefly on the Point Loma peninsula 

Imd northeast of La Jolla. Displacements along most of these structures are 

restricted within Cretaceous and Eocene strata and are significantly smaller 

than those associated with north- to northwest-trending faults ,T Most east- to 

northeast-striking faults are overlain by, and-therefore^ are demonstrably 

older than, undisturbed strata of the Lindavista Formation. Locally, such as 

south of Del Mar, faults of the system have displaced this lower Pleistocene 

unit a few feet. The most recent movement along the northeast-striking faults 

that do cut the Lindavista Formation on the Point Loma peninsula predates the 

overlapping Bay Point Formation of late Pleistocene age.



*: r . V , <** & Sunmary s-HiIT   .     *- -

*%   Many faults in the greater San Diego area have proved or reasonably.f~ -" * >'.-

possible displacements younger than the/Lindavista Formation (between about
' ' ti , - ** i - ; . ' 

*' 3 million and 500,000 years old; see chart'on page 12), or have fault-produced
: ' V" '  "» ''   ;."*' *,    .    ' '" V' /'-'

topographytofc. probable late Pleistocene age* The Rose Canyon fault zone and 

similar north- to northwest-striking faults are part of a linear zone ofii *
*' * " -v - V  ' - -vV;; * .>. '

deformati on'which, extends ati least 150 miles along-the: southern: California'
coasts and which includes : the tectonically active Newport-Inglewood zone. . '

;.} SV v-":- ' '': ' ' .  - ./  -' . *T ' .- ^

T The ages.of latest displacement for nearly half of the exposed faults in

t the greater San Diego area are limited by overlying unfaulted strata of either
>. ,«. - _ Y '-,^ "' '*      " - -.'

the "Bay Point Formation (between 130,000 and 70,000 years old) or the older
* .*    ".- - ' r - ** ' ^ ' .^

Lindavista Formation. ^ Minimum age control on recency of faulting along the ' 

rest of the faults is;provided, only by undisturbed Hoiocene alluvium; displace 

ments during Hoiocene time (the last 11,000 years) cannot definitely be*r& 

precluded because the basal alluvium at many "places could be only a few hundred
<£ . f     *"'  "-'-'.;  ,  ''A'-,
^ years * old; ori less.,* However; sag depressions and sharply defined scarps 

r commonly associated with Hoiocene faulting elsewhere in coastal California*^, 

have not been^recognized.s -f^^^a^. *^i '
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Explanation for Figure 1

** MAP UNITS *"*j- '-' .'$  ..-^-,.  ^ '"^ 

(onshore^areaponly)

Chiefly pre-Quaternary bedrock: 
at or within 50 feet of ground 
surf ace i,^- .** T*' . - s "j* .«. .  "'

Chiefly alluvial or terrace * 
deposits generally more than

RECENCY OF FAULTING

Known or inferred faults- are delineated by line symbols for location.; Each> 
fault is classed into one1 of three categories which indicate precision of 
age of the most recent displacement. Shape symbols superposed on line symbols 
indicate location of stratigraphic. or topographic-control for age of the most 
recent movement.-^ ,   ><*-,>, .^^^f^^^^&fe i^-J'^ '.'v.*?*-\ ' ' : '""-

Line Symbols £
"O-u *"' <  ',-^f>t. - * % ^V* :/^jV

Dotted where inferred beneath covering- deposits; queried where existence, 
continuation, or connection uncertain, vindicates short fault with 
Quaternary displacement. : '^, /**,.,,:

Three age classes within which the most recent known or inferred displacement 
has occurred are shown by letter symbol. Faults are-assigned to a class 
chiefly on the basis of^ strati graphic or topographic evidence that most 
closely brackets the age of the most recent displacement. The youngest 
reasonable age is assumed for deposits whose age is uncertain or in dispute. 
The age range of each class* is*,shown in the chart on page 12,

Symbol

Q 
P 
U. Urn

Class

Quaternary
Late Pliocene and Quaternary
Unknown

--9*

V

10



The~classes overlap;, each extends farther back1 into geologic time than the 
preceding one, and therefore represents a longer period within which the 
most recent fault displacement may have occurred. '$ The "unknown" class f;J,  . 
represents faults for which information on late* Cenozoic history is incom 
plete because of absence of faulted rocks younger-than Cretaceous or Eocene; 
except for those "unknown" faults with minimum age control (Un), faults 
classed as "unknown" could, have moved as recently as those of. any;

- Control Symbols , *-- ?:>r.. ;.'-^X i .* -. -.-   "~V:*-  »  ,  
These symbols show geologic limits on the age of the most recent fault move- , 
raent and are located on the fault near the point of control. Shape of 
symbol indicates type of control. Numerals within symbols are keyed to the' 
time range which contains age of geologic control (see chart on following
Page). , . .. * ?£; "' 

gj (open square)

-  

(open triangle)

'A-

(open circle)

.
(no control symbol on fault)

# *-

Maximum age limited by age of   ^ 
youngest rock displaced by fault ^%

Maximum age limited by probable agev % 
of faulted topography (poorly defined "' 
lineaments and rounded fault scarps 
are considered of late Pleistocene age)

Minimum age limited by age of oldest 
rock which is deposited across fault

Age inferred, chiefly from spatial 
relations to other faults

' -* ,* 
, i v vr*" i

..>*.

11



\f
Chart showing possible age ranges of fault classes 

/ 
and of geologic control for the greater San Diego area

FAULT: CLASSES

   11,000
*' v^c

70,000

130,000^  

-1 500,000  

-:jt
if. " v-

  *- *

late Pliocenel

Quaternary 
(P)

f*i- unknown
*  *"':- (U, Urn)

Years before
present -

  0 - .

 * 3 million*  

 
* 'fvf *,' '-

 ; 5 million

GEOLOGIC CONTROL

Holocene alluvium 2/, 3/- *-  ~-*-  

(Bay Point £ 
* Formation) i:*

(San Diego 
Formation) v.

*   - 
V '*.

.*.«  >< - --»

  Ages in years are approximate and are based in* part on radiometric 
ages from strata in the Los Angeles basin believed to be correlative. 
Column is not to scale,

 . Holocene control is not shown by symbols on map. Where present,, 
Holocene alluvium, is deposited across faults; no faults exposed in. 
the San Diego area are known to displace alluvium.

 ' A geologic unit may actually represent* only a part of the whole 
duration of the time range assigned to it. The base of a unit may 
be-younger than the beginning of the time range,, and the top may be 
older than the end of that range. For example, the basal alluvium 
at many places could be only a few hundred years old or less.

* /

12
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 > ,--£ ,, . <"> * 1^ i ' * **  '  ,, ^ % 'J :
:A '   '" Examples/-Y-.- jtl^^f r *' :*V'.

^   ^ ^ "^   ^    -Tpt -*._ _* ~  ; k ^ ^,* -*»_ ^

Fault! is classed as late Pliocene and Quaternary, indicating 
that*~its most recent displacement occurred within the last , 
5 million years. Faulted strata which range in age from 5 
million to 3 million years are present (square with numeral 
3b) but younger minimum age control, other than.Holocene   ? 
alluvium, is lacking. >5V^r ^ * , ^-'

Fault is classed as Quaternary, indicating that its most 
recent movement took place within the last 3 million years.. 

^ Maximum age control (square with numeral 3a) shows that*.' '.?'»,;>'v 
X " ^ this age assignment is supported by faulted deposits with V , f, 
^ an age between about 3 million and 500,000 years. TTie\v |^ ^4 ^j 

Quaternary time range is limited for this fault by the"* ' » ^"i. 
minimum age control (circle with numeral 2) which indicates -X^VJ' 
that the fault has not moved since more than 70,000 years ,. '. *."! 
agp^f ;JL.^:^"S^- i-r.tlv^^i^ir :. :^  - 'T< : -;$4t

i*:v-^;^?
,W*^ ^'-, . -  ^

:.^'*r-, ^E.^'^X"' % 
 V ' NX1/ ''.*'  *

-^".^T- ' ;. ; "  *   ' ^ r*''*lt!  *   ^ , i* »   ^-. ' " '  

Fault is classed as "unknown because no deposits of late ̂  ^ '^ | 
Pliocene or younger age are preserved along it. There is 1'* " '.* 
no minimum limit on its most recent movement other than 
Holocene alluvium. - - ^ i -

' **  T1* %" 4 *
' ' " . 'V*  :.

Fault is classed as unknown, because'no faulted rocks of 7 
late Pliocene or-younger age are preserved. Latest movement 
along it predates, and is limited by, unfaulted.deposits^ 
between 3 million and 500,000 years old (circle with numeral 
3a).

' "l^ : .'¥ 
,&  < -  "

' Fault is classed as Quaternary. Maximum age control is 
provided by fault-produced topography (triangle with 
numeral 2) inferred to be late Pleistocene in.,age. Younger 
age control, other than Holocene alluvium, is lacking.
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4 .  ,*..;. , v "/.-

rangles: California Div. of Mines and Geology, work in progress, 1972; ̂  ...

scale 1:24,000. $  ̂  ,'.^-U:^ U-?^IT* ' -- .T^ l ^V -r**": ,-' ;/*' ". " *

3. Kennedy^ M. P., 1967,> Preliminary report, engineering geology of the

City->of San Diego::r.California Div.V of Mines and Geology, ; open file-report, 

J^, 'map 'scale. 1:24,000. '^-i^^^^^.;^^^^^ ̂ ';^>f^:^^|fS-* s." V ^f'J
' K" , s *^ ,.
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5. Kennedy, M. ,P., 1968,"Preliminary geologic map of a portion of north 

western San Diego City, cCalifornia.(Detailed area 3 of 5): California 

Div. of Mines and Geology, Open File Release 68-10;* scale 1:9,600.' ^

6^ Kennedy, M. P. , 1969, Preliminary geologic map of a portion of north-
f r

western San Diego City,"; California (Detailed,area 4 of 5): California 

Div. of Mines and Geology, Open File Release 69-13, scale 1:9,600. 

Quaternary control on Rose Canyon fault zone from field reconnaissance 

by J. I.
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Kennedy, M. P., and Peterson, G. L., Geologic map of the La Mesa quadrangle: 

California Div. of Mines and Geology, work in progress, 1972, scale 
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Weber, F. H«, 1963, Geology and mineral resources of San Diego County, 
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